A radio source at the Galactic center Sgr A* is a prime supermassive black hole candidate and therefore key to developing our understanding of them. Time variations in the 230 GHz band flux of Sgr A* have been found with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Cycle 5 observations. Measuring the flux density of Sgr A* in 1 min snapshots at 217.5, 219.5, and 234.0 GHz, we obtained light curves for ten 70 min periods. The light curves show variations at a few tens of minutes and hourly scales. The shorter timescale is similar to the orbital period of the innermost stable circular orbit around a 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ black hole, suggesting that the variation originates from the immediate vicinity of Sgr A*. We also detected no time lag between 217.5 and 234.0 GHz and a dependence of the spectral index on the flux density.
INTRODUCTION
Sgr A* is a bright and compact radio source at the Galactic center and is one of the most convincing candidates for supermassive black holes. The mass of Sgr A* has been measured to be 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ through analysis of the orbital parameters of the fast-moving star S2 (e.g., Gravity Collaboration et al. 2018a; Do et al. 2019a ). The radio band of Sgr A* reveals a positive spectral index α (where F ν ∝ ν α ) that peaks around the "submillimeter bump" (Falcke et al. 1998) , at which point the flux rapidly drops to the infrared regime. Its spectral energy distribution (SED), low bolometric to Eddington luminosity ratio (L/L EDD ∼ 10 −9 ; Genzel et al. 2010) , and low accretion rate ( 10 −7 M ⊙ yr −1 ; Marrone et al. 2006) are often interpreted in the context of radiatively inefficient accretion flow models (Yuan et al. 2003) .
Sgr A* shows variability and flaring activity in the radio (e.g., Miyazaki et al. 2004; Macquart, & Bower 2006; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2011; Brinkerink et al. 2015) , near-infrared (NIR) (e.g., Genzel et al. 2003; Do et al. 2019b) , and X-ray bands (e.g., Baganoff et al. 2001; Haggard et al. 2019) . Its variation timescales have been reported to be a few tens of minutes, which may be related to quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) occurring near the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of Sgr A* (Genzel et al. 2003; Aschenbach 2004; Miyoshi et al. 2011) . However, several studies reported non-detection of such periodicity Dexter et al. 2014) , making the existence of any QPOs controversial. Subsequently, several-hour correlations have been detected in the submillimeter and NIR fluxes (Dexter et al. 2014; Meyer et al. 2009; Witzel et al. 2018) . Dexter et al. (2014) has argued that the hourly timescale is comparable to the viscous timescales at the ISCO of Sgr A*.
Recent observations with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) have provided detailed information in regard to the spectral index (Bower et al. 2015 (Bower et al. , 2019 , polarization (Liu et al. 2016a,b; Bower et al. 2018) , and time variability (Brinkerink et al. 2015; Bower et al. 2018) , owing to the high-sensitivity and stability of ALMA. In this Letter, we present and analyze high-quality light curves with a time resolution of ∼ 1 min using ALMA at 230 GHz. The main objective of this study is confirming the shorttimescale variability in the light curves. Since the shorttimescale variability may be originated from the vicinity of the supermassive black hole, it will provide information as regards the property of Sgr A*.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The Band 6 observations of the Sgr A region were carried out as a part of the ALMA Cycle 5 (2017.1.00503.S; PI: M.Tsuboi) over ten days between 2017 October 5 and 2017 October 20 (Table 1) . The field of view included Sgr A* and the IRS 13E complex. The central frequencies of the four spectral windows (SPWs) were 217.5, 219.5, 234.0, and 231.9 GHz. The bandwidth and frequency resolution of the SPWs were 2.0 GHz and 15.625 MHz, respectively. Since the last SPW included the H30α recombination line, we used the other three SPWs for the continuum imaging of Sgr A*. J1924-2914 was observed as a flux and bandpass calibrator, while phase calibration was performed with J1744-3116 and J1752-2956. Detailed description of the analysis and the results of the IRS 13E complex from the same data have already been published by Tsuboi et al. (2019) .
Data reduction was performed using the Common Astronomy Software Applications package (CASA). After performing the standard procedures for flux, gain, and bandpass calibrations, we applied the phase selfcalibration method iteratively. To obtain light curves of Sgr A*, snapshot images of each SPW were produced with integration times in the range of 16 to 56 sec. These integration times were dependent upon the on-source observation time of each scan. The synthesized beam sizes with natural weighting were ∼ 0. ′′ 04 × 0. ′′ 02. Several on-source scans that were not interposed between two adjacent phase calibrator scans were flagged because calibrations might not have worked well for these data. We obtained 44 or 45 snapshot images (N obs in Table 1) with a 70 min duration for each epoch. Flux densities and their uncertainties were measured by fitting them to the snapshot images with the CASA task "imfit". Cycle 5's technical capabilities assure that the accuracy of the absolute amplitude calibration is better than 10% for the Band 6 observations, while the uncertainties of fitting are 0.1%.
3. RESULTS Figure 1 shows ten 70 min duration light curves of Sgr A* at 217.5, 219.5, and 234.0 GHz. All light curves exhibit clear intraday variations, and some appear to demonstrate periodicity. The flux density ranged from 2.0 to 3.4 Jy over 14 days, which is comparable to the submillimeter flux density value in the steady quiescent state (Subroweit et al. 2017) . The number of peaks in each light curve is 1-3, which corresponds to the variation timescale of a few tens of minutes. Within epochs 1 and 3, the short-timescale variations seem to be superposed on gradual flux changes, which is possibly due to variations with timescales longer than the duration time.
The average flux densities of 217.5, 219.5, and 234.0 GHz were 2.912 ± 0.331, 2.914 ± 0.331, and 2.939 ± 0.348 Jy, respectively. The largest amplitude of flux variation (14%) can be seen during epoch 8, and ranges from 2.467 ± 0.002 to 2.828 ± 0.003 Jy at 234.0 GHz. The maximum and minimum flux densities across all of the observations were measured during epoch 5 and epoch 9, respectively. The observed maximum and minimum flux values of each epoch are summarized in Table 1 .
The light curves are very similar between the three frequency bands. The majority of the flux densities at 234.0 GHz are higher than or equal to those at lower frequencies, resulting in positive spectral indices. However, for epoch 9 and part of epoch 1 the indices are negative. These results clearly indicate that the spectral index is also variable.
DISCUSSION

Variability Timescale
To characterize the variability of Sgr A*'s flux in the 230 GHz band, we employed the first-order structure function, which is widely used to measure the characteristic timescale in light curves of active galactic nuclei and Sgr A* (Simonetti et al. 1985; Falcke 1999; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2011; Dexter et al. 2014; Meyer et al. 2009; Witzel et al. 2018 ). The first-order structure function V (τ ) is defined as the variance:
Where F (t) is an arbitrary function of time t. The time lag τ at a maximum value of V (τ ) corresponds to a The variance for the light curve of all epochs increases for time lags of up to 60 min. This indicates that variability of longer than 60 min exists in the light curves. Characteristic timescales of several hours were found in the submillimeter and NIR fluxes of Sgr A* (Dexter et al. 2014; Meyer et al. 2009; Witzel et al. 2018) . These hourly timescales are interpreted as being related to viscous timescales near the ISCO rather than orbital periods (Dexter et al. 2014) . The observed long-timescale variation may be of the same origin as the previously observed hourly scale variations.
Long-timescale variations are clearly seen in the light curves of epochs 1 and 3, and also possibly epoch 8. However, short-timescale variations have been superposed on long-timescale variations, being dominant in the other epochs. To identify the characteristic time of the short-timescale variation, we calculated the structure function from the light curves excluding epochs 1, 3 and 8. The result is also shown in the top panel of Figure 2 . The variance increases up to the time lag of ∼ 20 min, with almost the same slope of that derived from all epochs. The slope becomes flat for time lags larger than ∼ 30 min. This changing point corresponds to the characteristic timescale. The variance asymptoti-cally approaches the value of ∼ 10 −2 Jy 2 , indicating the amplitude of the short-timescale variations of ∼ 0.1 Jy.
We also tried to derive the characteristic timescale by searching for periodicity in the light curves because structure functions may not be reliable for quantitative determination of timescales (Emmanoulopoulos et al. 2010) . To identify periodicity in the unevenly sampled light curves, we computed the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982; VanderPlas 2018) . The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the resultant periodograms for the light curves of epochs 1, 2, 4 and 7. The two periodograms of epochs 4 and 7, in which the light curves show sinusoidal shapes, exhibit prominent peaks at ∼ 30 min. The heights of the peaks well exceed the 3 σ level of the false-alarm probability (Baluev 2008) . The epoch 1 periodogram shows a faint peak at ∼ 40 min. The epoch 2 periodogram also has a faint peak at ∼ 20 min and a significant peak at ∼ 60 min. The periodograms from the other epochs have no significant peaks. Except for the 60 min peak in the epoch 2, each of these peaks is consistent with that expected from the number of intensity peaks in the corresponding light curve. We therefore conclude that the quasi-periodicity with timescales of a few tens of minutes up to an hour appears in the light curves. The periodogram analysis supports the results from the structure functions.
Here we consider the meaning of the few tens of minutes quasi-periodicity, assuming that it reflects a certain physical process. The orbital period at the ISCO of Sgr A* is ∼ 30 min if the black hole does not rotate. Such orbital motions around Sgr A* have recently been detected in NIR flares with a period of ∼ 40 min (Gravity Collaboration et al. 2018b ). Therefore, our observed short-timescale variations possibly originate from the orbital motions near the ISCO of Sgr A*. In this case, its timescale varies depending on the orbital radius. The difference in the quasi-period between epochs may reflect different orbital radii of millimeterwave emitting hotspots.
Time Lag
Previous studies have suggested that a flare observed at lower frequencies may be delayed from those at higher frequencies (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006 , 2008 . To examine any time lag between the observed frequencies, we used the z-transformed discrete correlation function (ZDCF; Alexander 1997). This method enabled us to estimate a cross-correlation function from unevenly sampled light curves. We obtained ten ZDCFs for the light curves at 217.5 and 234.0 GHz of each epoch. We estimated the time lags by fitting a quadratic function to the peaks of the ZDCFs.
All ZDCFs except for epochs 6 and 10 show absolute time lags of less than 1 min. The variation during epoch 6 at 234.0 GHz is delayed by 2.6 ± 0.3 min from that at 217.5 GHz. On the other hand, the variation within epoch 10 at 234.0 GHz precedes that at 217.5 GHz by 1.4 ± 0.4 min. These two lags seemingly do not depend on the flux densities or spectral indices. Considering the near-zero lags of the eight ZDCFs, we conclude that there is no coherent time lag between fluxes across the different observed frequencies.
The origin of time lags at lower frequencies is proposed to be due to the change in the optical depth of adiabatically expanding plasma blobs. We estimated an expected time lag between 234.0 and 217.5 GHz based on the model of van der Laan (1966) and the following analyses of Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2006) and Miyazaki et al. (2013) . The expected time lag ∆T 4−3 between ν 4 = 234.0 GHz and ν 3 = 217.5 GHz is calculated as
where A = −(p + 4)/(4p + 6) and p is the index of the relativistic electron energy spectrum [n(E) ∝ E −p ] (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006 ). Using the time lag ∆T 2−1 between ν 2 = 43 GHz and ν 1 = 22 GHz of 30 min (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006 , 2008 and p = 2, ∆T 4−3 becomes 1.4 min, meaning that the variation at 234.0 GHz precedes by 1.4 min from that at 217.5 GHz. This expected time lag is comparable to the time resolution of the ALMA observations and could be detectable. One likely reason why we could not detect the time lag was that our observations were performed during the quiescent state of Sgr A*, and time delay is often detected in the flaring states. Miyazaki et al. (2013) found no time lag between light curves at 90 and 102 GHz. They suggested the reason is that the blob is initially optically thin, or that the emission does not originate in expanding plasma but instead comes from orbiting hot plasma spots on the accretion disk. The observed orbital timescale variations are in favor of the orbiting hotspots model.
The time lag between different frequencies could also be explained in the context of a jet model (Falcke et al. 2009; Brinkerink et al. 2015) . Following the analysis of Brinkerink et al. (2015) , we can constrain the gas flow velocity v f by combining the time lag with the source size difference between two observed frequencies. Given the upper limit of the time lag of 1.5 min (an average of the time resolution of our observations), and the source size difference of 3.6 µas, we found v f ≥ 0.16c. This is con- sistent with v f = 0.77c that was derived from the data of VLA and ALMA (Brinkerink et al. 2015) . Therefore, the jet model can not be ruled out by our time lag analysis. Further simultaneous multiwavelength observations are necessary to examine the jet model.
Spectral Index
We derived spectral indices between the flux densities at 217.5 and 234.0 GHz at all data points. The mean spectral index of all the data is 0.12 ± 0.10. The maximum and minimum values are 0.31 ± 0.01 and −0.21 ± 0.01, respectively. In the NIR, several authors reported a variation in the spectral index dependent on the flux density (Ghez et al. 2005; Bremer et al. 2011; Witzel et al. 2018) . Figure 3 shows the spectral index dependence on the flux density at 217.5 GHz. A clear correlation that a higher flux density has a higher spectral index can be seen.
In the radio band, some authors have already reported a trend that the spectral index becomes larger near the peak of the flux density in the centimeter (Falcke 1999) and millimeter (Miyazaki et al. 2013) bands. In comparison with the spectral indices between 218.0 and 233.8 GHz derived from the ALMA Cycle 1 observations (Bower et al. 2015) , seven out of eight spectral indices agree with the trend of our result.
The similar trend in the NIR suggests that the emissions in the 230 GHz and NIR bands originate from the same source. The dependence of the NIR spectral index on the flux density can be explained by the synchrotron emission in the optically thin frequency regime, with a variable exponential cutoff in the energy of the electron population due to synchrotron losses (Eckart et al. 2006; Bremer et al. 2011; Witzel et al. 2018 ). This interpretation is, however, not applicable to the 230 GHz trend because a change in the cutoff frequency ν 0 ap-pears as a term of exp [−(ν/ν 0 ) 1/2 ], and ν 0 of ∼ 10-100 THz does not alter spectral indices at the millimeter band coherently.
Thermal synchrotron emission with variable electron temperature may also explain the change of the spectral index in the submillimeter band by shifting the peak of the spectrum (Bower et al. 2015 (Bower et al. , 2019 von Fellenberg et al. 2018) .
However, the thermal model solely cannot account for the NIR flux of Sgr A*, and an additional non-thermal component may contribute to it. Measuring variable SED must be necessary to unveil the emission mechanism of Sgr A*.
CONCLUSIONS
Using ALMA, we measured the flux densities of Sgr A* at 217.5, 219.5, and 234.0 GHz over ten days during the period from 2017 October 5 to 2017 October 20. We obtained high-quality light curves with a duration of 70 min. Two characteristic timescales were identified, one of a few tens of minutes and one of longer than 60 min. The long-timescale variation could correspond to the hourly scale ones that have been reported in the submillimeter and the NIR bands. The short-timescale variation likely originates from the orbital motions near the ISCO of Sgr A*. No time lag between 217.5 and 234.0 GHz was detected. We also confirmed the dependence of the spectral index on the flux density.
Further studies using archival data of ALMA will enable us to perform statistical analysis in the millimeter and submillimeter band. Comparing the properties in the millimeter and submillimeter flux variation with those in the NIR (e.g., Witzel et al. 2018 ) and X-ray fluxes (e.g., Neilsen et al. 2015) will be crucial to constrain the radiation models of Sgr A*. We expect that future ALMA observations with long duration times may detect a short-timescale variation with clear periodicity originating from the orbital motion close to Sgr A*. Gradual shortening of the period may indicate the accretion of emitting matter onto the supermassive black hole.
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